Anyone is welcome to point out any error or omission that they may find. (You must refer to the Section in question and cite meeting minutes that support your claim of error or omission.) If any Section proves to have vague or ambiguous verbiage, the Chancery has a certain amount of discretion to rewrite, so point it out if you find it hard to read.

January 2003
Preface

Be it known to all who read these presents that herein lies the Laws, Writs and Codicils of the Sovereign Kingdom Of Terre Neuve as approved by the Crowns and Estates of Terre Neuve.

Section A. Laws of Terre Neuve:

Terre Neuve Law I. Minister of Water Bearing

Establish Kingdom Minister of Water Bearing: This Minister will be responsible for ensuring that all Combatants, Archers and Marshall’s are provided with water while on the List Field in order to prevent dehydration and heat-related illnesses.

Terre Neuve Law II. Retirement Title Vote Requirements

Retirement titles cannot be voted on for the outgoing Crown until the completion of the following items:

- The Reign of the Crown(s) (including any Reign during any division of the Kingdom).
- Turnover of all chattel goods as outlined in Stewards chattel goods list;
  - Royal Chattel
  - Kingdom Chattel
  - Ministerial Chattel
- Transfer of Steward Signatories
- Domesday Book for the previous years reign has been completed and submitted to the Imperial Minister of Rolls
  Chattel Goods Turnover, Stewards Signatory Change, and the Imperial submitted Domesday Book must be completed no later than 90 days after the Crown War.
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Terre Neuve Law III. Conduct of Crown and Civil Wars

In order to ensure fair and just Terre Neuve Crown and Civil Wars, the following steps are put in place:

1. Terre Neuve membership will be frozen on the day of the Kingdom Event the month prior to the war. Membership dues and forms will be taken after this date but the members will be counted and divided as outlanders for the war.
2. Declaration of Civil War must be presented to the Chancellor in written form.
3. Publication of a Declaration of Civil War must be posted within three days of the declaration.
4. Any competing Declaration of Civil War must be filed with the Chancellor within seven days of the publication of initial Declaration.
5. Modification, suspension, or removal of any portion this law requires a 3/4's supermajority of the Estates

Section B. Estates Writs of Terre Neuve

Terre Neuve Writ I. Crown Candidates Review Estates Meeting

A meeting of the Kingdom Estates will be set for the last weekend of the month prior to the Crown War to determine the fitness of each contender for the Crown. This does not pertain to Civil War due to the compressed time frame for Civil Wars.

Terre Neuve Writ II. Requirements and Timeline for Location of Coronation Feast

The Kingdom Estates will establish the location for Coronation Feast. Bids will be submitted to the seated Crowns and Chancellor to be presented to the Kingdom Estates for approval. It is the responsibility of the seated Crown to submit a potential location. All proposals are to be submitted in writing to the Crowns and Chancellor by the December event.

Section C. Writs of King Badger and Queen Kendra

Crown Writ I. Water Requirement

By order of Their Royal Majesties, Sir Badger and Dame Kendra, all combatants wishing to compete in a combat tournament or war must present one gallon of water to be used by the Kingdom Water Bearing Mistress. If the combatant does not present the water, it may be purchased from the Kingdom Water Bearing Mistress for $1.00. Failure to provide or purchase water will prevent the combatant from participating in the tournament or war.